
Bro Science Vs Evidence Based Medicine:
Unraveling the Truth
If you've ever stepped foot in a gym, you've likely encountered various fitness
enthusiasts sharing their opinions on the best training methods, diets, and
supplements. Some of these enthusiasts follow what is commonly known as "bro
science," while others advocate for evidence-based medicine. In this battle of
ideologies, it's important to separate fact from fiction and understand the
implications of each approach.

What is Bro Science?

Bro science refers to fitness advice or information that is based on personal
anecdotes, opinions, and hearsay rather than scientific evidence. It often involves
unsubstantiated claims and relies heavily on anecdotal experiences. Bro science
can be found in forums, social media, and even in face-to-face conversations with
fellow gym-goers.

Common examples of bro science include claims such as "lifting heavy weights
only makes you bulky," "eating after 6 PM causes weight gain," or "you need to
take specific supplements to build muscle." While some of these claims may
seem plausible, they lack evidence-based support.
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The Problem with Bro Science

Although bro science may appear convincing or even logical on the surface, it
can lead people down the wrong path when it comes to achieving their fitness
goals. The lack of scientific evidence behind these claims means that individuals
following bro science advice may be wasting time, effort, and money on
ineffective or potentially harmful practices.

Moreover, bro science perpetuates myths and misconceptions, contributing to the
widespread misinformation in the fitness industry. This misinformation can be
detrimental, especially for those who are new to fitness or have specific health
concerns.

What is Evidence Based Medicine?

Evidence-based medicine (EBM) is an approach grounded in scientific evidence,
clinical expertise, and patient values. Unlike bro science, EBM relies on rigorous
research studies, systematic reviews, and meta-analyses to inform healthcare
decisions and recommendations.

The foundation of evidence-based medicine is the scientific method. It involves
formulating research questions, conducting well-designed studies, analyzing
data, and drawing s based on statistical significance. EBM promotes the use of
reliable evidence to guide medical practice and improve patient outcomes.
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The Strengths of Evidence Based Medicine

One of the key strengths of evidence-based medicine is its emphasis on rigorous
research and critical appraisal of evidence. By prioritizing scientific evidence,
EBM helps filter out biases, personal opinions, and unsupported claims, ensuring
that healthcare professionals make informed and effective decisions.

Furthermore, evidence-based medicine encourages continuous learning and
evolution of medical practices. As new research emerges, EBM provides a
framework for updating guidelines and protocols accordingly, allowing for positive
advancements in patient care.

Bro Science Vs Evidence Based Medicine: Debunking Common
Myths

Now, let's debunk some common myths associated with bro science and evaluate
them against evidence-based medicine:

Myth 1: "Lifting heavy weights only makes you bulky."

Bro Science: Many bro science believers claim that lifting heavy weights will
make individuals bulky and overly muscular, particularly for women. They suggest
that high repetitions with light weights are better for achieving a lean physique.

Evidence Based Medicine: Scientific research demonstrates that lifting heavy
weights does not automatically lead to extreme muscle growth. In fact, heavy
weightlifting is essential for building strength, increasing metabolism, and
achieving a toned physique. Additionally, women generally lack the hormonal
profile to develop bulky muscles easily.

Myth 2: "Eating after 6 PM causes weight gain."



Bro Science: It is often recommended to avoid eating after 6 PM, especially
carbohydrates, to prevent weight gain. Followers of bro science believe that late-
night eating leads to a slower metabolism and increased fat storage.

Evidence Based Medicine: The timing of meals has little effect on overall weight
gain or loss. What matters most is the total caloric intake throughout the day. It is
the overall energy balance that determines body weight, not the specific timing of
meals.

Myth 3: "You need to take specific supplements to build muscle."

Bro Science: The supplement industry is booming, and bro science often
promotes various supplements as vital for muscle growth, fat loss, and overall
performance. These advocates claim that without specific supplements, it is
impossible to achieve desired results.

Evidence Based Medicine: While certain supplements may offer marginal benefits
in specific circumstances, a well-balanced diet rich in nutrients can provide
individuals with all the necessary elements for muscle growth, recovery, and
overall health. Most importantly, supplements should not be used as a substitute
for proper nutrition.

The Importance of Critical Thinking

Understanding the difference between bro science and evidence-based medicine
is crucial for individuals looking to improve their health and fitness. Critical
thinking plays a significant role in navigating through the abundance of
information available.

By questioning the sources, evaluating scientific evidence, and consulting
credible experts, individuals can make informed decisions about their training



routines, dietary choices, and overall well-being. It's essential to be aware of the
pitfalls of bro science and understand the value of evidence-based medicine.

Ultimately, the clash between bro science and evidence-based medicine
highlights the importance of relying on scientific evidence rather than personal
anecdotes or unfounded claims. While bro science may have passionate
followers, it simply does not have the credibility of evidence-based medicine.

As consumers of fitness and health information, we must be critical and
discerning, seeking evidence-backed recommendations to guide our choices. By
understanding the strengths of evidence-based medicine and debunking common
bro science myths, we can embark on a journey toward achieving our fitness
goals in a safe and effective manner.
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A physician challenges "bro-science", comparing it with evidence based
medicine. Dr. Thomas O’Connor is a Board Certified Internist who is also a
record-holding powerlifter whose medical practice is focussed on men’s health,
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testosterone replacement therapy and anabolic steroid recovery. Thus, he is
uniquely situated to warn about what he believes is a burgeoning epidemic of
anabolic steroids (AAS) use, "staring us in the face", while being virtually ignored
by the media, policymakers, and even medicine itself. "Anabolic steroid abuse is
now where opioids were 15 years ago," he states. Known as the Anabolic Doc to
millions of men worldwide who read his columns and subscribe to his You Tube
channel, Dr. O’Connor has been writing about the dangerous side effects of these
drugs for over a decade. Now that AAS use has grown to 4 million Americans (a
number he believes is vastly understated), he has written a book that is targeted
to a wider audience in the hope that it will trigger action both within and outside
the AAS community. 99% of all anabolic steroids are smuggled into the US from
China where these drugs are not illegal. Unlike other drugs, AAS cannot be
sniffed out by dogs. So, since detecting and testing suspicious shipments is an
expensive process, shippers have ample time to disappear. To date, not one
supplier has been jailed. Mislabeled as dietary supplements, these virtually
undetectable drugs quickly make their way onto the Internet—a 2 billion dollar
industry hiding in plain sight. Compounding this cancerous invasion is the
existence of other legal, but potentially dangerous bodybuilding products. Also
labeled as “dietary supplements”, an estimated 25% of some legal, over-the-
counter supplements which are promoted as alternatives to AAS for increasing
muscle mass and strength actually contain AAS or steroid-like substances,
synthetic hormones related to the male hormone testosterone. Easy access to
dangerous legal and illegal bodybuilding drugs has contributed to the sharp rise
in AAS use—far beyond the Olympic and professional athlete cheaters and the
stereotypical knuckle-grazing gym rat. These drugs now fuel dreams of the ideal
male physique at every level and corner of American life. The butcher and the
baker, are now joined by the accountant, the teacher, the lawyer, the cop and the
captain. Yet, the average parent, teacher, legislator—and physician— is barely
aware of this. The official response to AAS use is almost exclusively one of law



enforcement; research funding to study these powerful drugs is virtually non-
existent. These two factors have driven use farther underground and been an
obstacle to promoting evidence-based medical intervention and prevention. As a
result, users seek information underground--seeking guidance in the “bro-
science” mythology posted on thousands of AAS user forums worldwide—in plain
sight. Reading the posts of 18 year olds who brag about using enormous
amounts of these drugs is bone chilling. To be fair, one also reads the warnings
they receive from older users who advise them to wait until they are fully grown
before starting to use. Still, small comfort. Challenging this risky brew of half truth
and often blatant misinformation as well as dangerous so-called "anti-aging" mills,
Dr. O'Connor offers readers evidence-based explanations of how these drugs
damage the body and how health can be restored. He explains why so many
users become addicted, and how physicians can help them to end use safely and
effectively. In great detail, he describes the hallmark effect of AAS, a condition
ALL users will encounter--anabolic steroid-induced hypogonadism (ASIH). When
its mood and libidinal withdrawal effects are intolerable, these can force a man
into the cycle of dependency, even when he sincerely wants to quit using. Dr.
O'Connor describes the "3 doors" he offers men to relieve their suffering and
restore healthy testosterone levels and fertility.
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